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The Convective and Orographically-driven Precipitation Study (COPS) carried out
in summer 2007 over northeastern France and southwestern Germany provided a
fairly comprehensive description of the low-troposphere water-vapour field, thanks
in particular to the deployment of two airborne differential absorption lidar systems.
These lidar observations were assimilated using the 3D-Var assimilation system of
the Application of Research to Operations at MEsoscale (AROME) numerical
weather prediction mesoscale model. The assimilation was carried out for the period
4 July–3 August by running a three-hour forward intermittent assimilation cycle.
First, the impact of the lidar observations was assessed by comparing the analyses
with a set of more than 200 independent soundings. The lidar observations were
found to have a positive impact on the analyses by reducing the dry bias in the
first 500 m above ground level and by diminishing the root-mean-square error
by roughly 15% in the first km. Then the impact of the lidar observations was
assessed by comparing the precipitation forecasts (obtained with and without the
lidar observations for the period 15 July–2 August) with the gridded precipitation
observations provided by the Vienna Enhanced Resolution Analysis. In general, the
impact was found to be positive but not significant for the 24 h precipitation and
positive and significant for the 6 h precipitation, with an improvement lasting up to
24 h. Some selected case studies show that the improvement was obtained through a
better depiction of convection initiation or through a more accurate positioning of
the precipitation systems. Copyright c© 2011 Royal Meteorological Society
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1. Introduction
Quantitative Precipitation Forecasts (QPFs) are of high
socio-economic value and great efforts are constantly
being made to improve their accuracy. In the last
decade, a new generation of numerical weather prediction
systems (NWPS) has been developed based upon non-
hydrostatic formulations running at the convective scale,
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including a fairly detailed representation of clouds and
precipitation and able to assimilate mesoscale observations.
In parallel, various field campaigns have been organized
to collect the high-resolution datasets required for
their validation, e.g. the Mesocale Alpine Programme
(MAP: Bougeault et al., 2001), the International H2O
Project (IHOP: Weckwerth et al., 2004), the Convective
Storm Initiation Project (Browning et al., 2007), the African
Monsoon Multidisciplinary Analysis (Redelsperger et al.,
2006) and the recent Convective and Orographically-
driven Precipitation Study (COPS). COPS took place in
Summer 2007 over northeastern France and southwestern
Germany and addressed the issue of convective precipitation
in a region of moderate orography (Wulfmeyer et al.,
2008, 2011). The COPS field campaign was accompanied
by an unprecedented modelling effort carried out in
the framework of the MAP-D-PHASE project (Rotach
et al., 2009). More than 30 models of various resolutions
(including more than a dozen high-resolution convection-
permitting models) were run in real time during COPS.
Water vapour is a central element of the precipitation
processes. It provides the raw material for hydrometeor
formation and acts as a vector for the transport of
latent heat. Its role is even more crucial for convective
precipitation, which is strongly controlled by the availability
of moisture present in the environment (Weckwerth et al.,
2004; Ducrocq et al., 2002). However, accurate, high-
resolution, three-dimensional moisture observations are
not often available and the inaccuracy of synoptically
analyzed fields, routinely used as initial moisture conditions
for the models, is considered as a major source of QPF
errors. During COPS, great effort was made to obtain fairly
exhaustive documentation of the water-vapour field, which
was sampled by several in situ and remote, ground-based
and airborne instruments. In particular, two airborne water-
vapour lidar systems provided unique information on the
spatial distribution of the moisture field. The availability of
this dataset offers a new opportunity to assess the impact of
water-vapour assimilation in mesoscale NWPS.
Several recent studies have focused on the assimilation
of moisture products derived from the Global Positioning
System (Zus et al., 2008; Boniface et al., 2009; Yan et al., 2009;
Bauer et al., 2011b), but so far very few attempts have been
made to assimilate water-vapour lidar observations. The very
first studies (Kamineni et al., 2003, 2006) were based upon
the three-dimensional variational (3D-Var) assimilation
of the airborne Lidar Atmospheric Sensing Experiment
observations in the Florida State University global NWPS.
They revealed the beneficial impact of these data on the track
and intensity forecasts of a few hurricanes. More recently,
Wulfmeyer et al. (2006) have assimilated the IHOP airborne
water-vapour lidar observations during an IHOP case study
with the MM5 mesoscale NWPS and its four-dimensional
variational (4D-Var) assimilation system. They concluded
that for the analyzed case the forecast of convection initiation
was improved. This work was further extended by Grzeschik
et al. (2008) to assimilation of the observations provided
by a ground-based network of Raman lidar systems. A
very recent study on the assimilation of airborne lidar data
collected in the western North Pacific into the European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)
global model found an overall small but positive influence
of the additional humidity observations, and considerable
forecast impact under certain conditions (Harnisch et al.,
2011). All these studies have shown encouraging results.
However, they were based on a limited number of cases
and did not allow general conclusions to be drawn in a
statistical sense regarding the impact of water-vapour lidar
observation assimilation on the QPF.
The present study makes use of a pre-operational version
of the Me´te´o-France Application of Research to Operations
at MEsoscale (AROME) NWPS (Seity et al., 2011) and its
associated 3D-Var high-resolution assimilation system to
evaluate the impact on the QPF of the COPS airborne
lidar observations collected during July 2007. A continuous
assimilation cycle updated every 3 h was run over a month to
provide the initial conditions of a sequence of 30 h forecasts
carried out over 19 consecutive days.
This article is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a short
overview of the COPS field experiment. The AROME NWPS
is presented in section 3. Section 4 describes the available
water-vapour lidar observations. The impact of the lidar
data assimilation is examined first for the water-vapour
analyses (section 5) and then for the precipitation forecasts
(section 6). Discussion and concluding remarks are provided
in section 7.
2. COPS field experiment
The overarching goal of COPS was to advance the quality of
forecasts of orographically induced convective precipitation
by 4D observation and modelling of its life cycle (Wulfmeyer
et al., 2008, 2011). COPS took place from 1 June–31
August 2007 over northeastern France and southwestern
Germany in a region of moderate orography including
the Vosges, the Black Forest and the Swabian Jura. The
observational strategy was based on the reinforcement
of existing networks (e.g. radiosondes and GPS stations)
and the deployment of various passive and active remote-
sensing instruments (e.g. radiometers, radars, lidars) at five
selected sites. In addition, several instrumented research
aircraft conducted flight missions above (and occasionally
upstream of) the COPS domain during specific periods of
interest in July. Two of these aircraft were equipped with
a water-vapour Differential Absorption Lidar (DIAL). The
Lidar Embarque´ pour l’e´tude de l’Atmosphe`re –Nuages,
Dynamique, Rayonnement et cycle de l’Eau (LEANDRE 2)
system (Bruneau et al., 2001a) was operated from the Service
des Avions Franc¸ais Instrumente´s pour la Recherche en
Environnement (SAFIRE) Falcon and the WAter vapour
Lidar Expriment in Space (WALES) system (Wirth et al.,
2009; Kiemle et al., 2011) was installed on board the DLR
Falcon. During COPS, a special focus was given to the
intercomparison of the different lidar systems, and the
relative bias between LEANDRE 2 and WALES was found
to be less than 4% (Bhawar et al., 2011) over the 0.5–4 km
height range. More information on the COPS campaign can
be found in Wulfmeyer et al. (2011) and references therein.
3. AROME numerical weather prediction system
All the analyses and forecasts were performed with the
recently developed fine-scale AROME NWPS used in its
quasi-operational version of 2008, designated as cycle 33.
AROME is a non-hydrostatic model, based on an extension
of the adiabatic equations of the Aire Limite´e, Adapta-
tion dynamique, De´veloppement InterNational (ALADIN)
limited-area NWPS (Bubnova` et al., 1995; Be´nard, 2004).
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Figure 1. (a) AROME domain. The black square indicates the location of the COPS domain. (b) Topography of the COPS area and an example of a
flight track corresponding to the SAFIRE Falcon flight performed on the morning of 26 July. The crosses indicate the position of the superobservation
profiles included in the 0900 UTC analysis. The letters B, N, H, A, and K refer to the COPS additional soundings of Burnhaupt, Niederrott, Hornisgrinde,
Achern, and Karlsruhe, respectively. This figure is available in colour online at wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/qj
The AROME physical parametrizations are the same as those
of the Meso-NH research model (Lafore et al., 1998). They
include a bulk microphysical scheme (Pinty and Jabouille,
1998) that governs the prognostic equations of six water
species (vapour, cloud water, rainwater, primary ice, grau-
pel and snow). No deep convection parametrization is used,
as deep convection is assumed to be explicitly resolved.
The turbulence scheme follows Cuxart et al. (2000) and the
radiation is computed with the Rapid Radiative Transfer
Model (Mlawer et al., 1997). The surface energy exchanges
are represented according to four possible surface-type
patches (natural surfaces, urban areas, ocean, lake) included
in a grid mesh. The Interactions Soil–Biosphere–Atmo-
sphere scheme (ISBA: Noilhan and Mafhouf, 1996) is used
for natural land surfaces, while energy exchanges over urban
surfaces are parametrized according to the Town Energy Bal-
ance model (Masson, 2000). In this study AROME was run
with a 2.5 km horizontal resolution over a domain centred
over France and illustrated in Figure 1(a). It should be noted
that the numerical set-up of the model differs substantially
from the one used to produce the COPS real-time forecasts.
The main differences are the location of the domain (centred
over France instead of the Alps), an improved tuning of the
numerical diffusion and the mesoscale assimilation, which
was not yet implemented in July 2007.
The AROME data assimilation scheme (3D-Var/AROME)
was derived from the 3D-Var/ALADIN system (Fischer
et al., 2005; Montmerle et al., 2007) and is similar in
terms of incremental formulation (Courtier et al., 1994),
observation operators, minimization method and data flow.
Background-error covariances have been adapted to the
higher resolution of AROME (Brousseau et al., 2011a) and
are estimated from an ensemble-based method (Berre et al.,
2006), built from a six-member ensemble of AROME
forecasts carried out over two distinct 15 day periods.
The two components of the horizontal wind, temperature,
specific humidity and surface pressure are analyzed on the
2.5 km grid. The other model fields (e.g. microphysical
variables) are provided from the AROME first-guess started
from the previous analysis. The 3D-Var/AROME is run
using a 3 h forward intermittent assimilation cycle. Each
3 h step computes an analysis using observations within a
+/-1 h 30 assimilation window and a 3 h forecast to serve as
first guess for the next step. More information regarding the
assimilated observations can be found in Seity et al. (2011).
Three assimilation experiments were performed for a
30 day period extending from 4 July at 0000 UTC to
3 August at 0000 UTC. The control experiment (CTRL)
was based on the standard observations and did not
take any additional COPS observations into account. This
choice was primarily made to stay as close as possible to
the operational context. Moreover, it allowed the COPS
observations to be used as independent data for validation
purposes. The second experiment (LEAN) also considered
the LEANDRE 2 water-vapour observations and the third
experiment (LEWA) included both the LEANDRE 2 and
WALES observations. From these three sets of AROME
analyses, three 30 h AROME forecasts (F-CTRL, F-LEAN,
and F-LEWA) were made starting at 0000 UTC and using
the ALADIN operational forecasts as lateral boundary
conditions.The forecast initial time was chosen as 0000 UTC
and its duration was set at 30 h in order to optimize the
precipitation verification, as most of the 24 h precipitation
observations are collected between 0600 UTC and 0600 UTC
on the following day. It is important to note that, due to
the cycled assimilation, the three sets of forecasts differ
not only in their initial fields but also in their first-guess
fields (but they use the same boundary conditions). The
forecast spanned the period from 15 July–2 August and
corresponded to the time during which the aircraft were
available.
4. Airborne lidar water-vapour observations
Most of the aircraft missions were carried out during the
COPS Intensive Observation Periods (IOPs) that took place
from mid-July to the beginning of August. The total water-
vapour lidar dataset for this period corresponds to 22 hours
of observations distributed over 10 days and 25 flights (12
for the SAFIRE Falcon and 13 for the DLR Falcon). Vertical
profiles of water-vapour mixing ratio and water-vapour
mixing ratio error below the flight level are available from
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Table 1. Distribution of the available superobservation profiles with respect to the forecast period (15 July–2 August).
Date SAFIRE-FALCON Number of LEANDRE 2 DLR-FALCON Number of WALES
flight type superobservation profiles flight type superobservation profiles
per analysis time (UTC) per analysis time (UTC)
06 09 12 15 18 21 06 09 12 15 18 21
07/14 COPS 00 04 22 00 00 00
07/15 COPS 06 27 17 16 00 00 COPS 06 01 00 00 00 00
07/16 COPS 04 04 00 00 00 00
07/17
07/18 COPS 00 00 04 11 00 00 COPS 00 00 00 20 01 00
07/19 COPS 00 00 10 22 00 00 ETReC 00 21 42 20 20 00
07/20 COPS 05 12 00 00 00 00 COPS 00 17 17 00 00 00
07/21
07/22
07/23
07/24
07/25 COPS 00 15 09 00 03 04 COPS 00 00 00 13 00 00
07/26 COPS 00 19 11 00 00 00 COPS 00 08 16 00 00 00
07/27
07/28
07/29
07/30 COPS 00 00 12 00 00 00
07/31 COPS 00 00 00 00 04 03
08/01 COPS 00 20 06 21 05 00 ETReC 40 46 20 29 20 00
08/02
the joint COPS/D-PHASE database, through the CERA
interface of the World Data Centre for Climate (WCDD:
http://cera-www.dkrz.de/CERA/). The original resolution of
the lidar data was roughly 300 m in the vertical and 10 km in
the horizontal. Table 1 gives a list of observation periods and
the type of flight pattern performed for the two lidars. Most
of the time, the two aircraft flew –in coordination whenever
possible –over the COPS area along a mattress-like pattern,
which was repeated for each IOP. This flight type is referred
to as COPS. In addition the DLR Falcon performed a
few upstream missions over France, Portugal and Spain,
to collect largescale targeted observations upstream. This
flight type, as it was performed in the context of THe
Observing System Research and Predictability Experiment
(THORPEX) European Regional Campaign (ETReC) is
referred to as ETReC. Figure 1(b) shows the flight track
(COPS type) of the SAFIRE Falcon on 26 July over the
COPS area.
No specific operator was developed to assimilate the lidar
observations, as the dropsonde operator could be used to
handle the data. Nevertheless, before their assimilation into
the 3D-Var assimilation system three main pre-processing
steps were performed. First of all, an automatic procedure
removed all unrealistic or suspicious data: all constant
values at the bottom of each profile, which are artefacts
from the ground surface, all negative errors and negative
water-vapour values, absolute errors greater than 1.5 g kg−1
and relative errors greater than 50% and smaller than 2% (to
avoid giving the data too much weight). Then, additional
manual exclusions were performed to remove remaining
spurious values. Because of the high spatial resolution of
the data, the second step consisted of upscaling the data to
adapt them to the coarser resolution of the model. First,
the water-vapour profiles were grouped into corresponding
model analysis times within a 3 h window.Then each analysis
group was scanned to find profiles within a 25 km range
to perform the horizontal grouping. This distance of 25 km
corresponds to the horizontal correlation length-scale of
AROME background-error covariances for temperature and
specific humidity (Brousseau et al., 2011a). It represents the
horizontal range of the background modification provided
by an observation. To assimilate observations at a higher
resolution is not useful and could become detrimental.
Finally, a vertical grouping was performed within the range
of thickness of the corresponding AROME levels. The mean
values of each group were conflated to a new profile of
superobservations with the mean position of the profile
group. As for all kinds of observations, the lidar observation-
error covariance matrix is diagonal, which means that only
error variances were considered. The error of each superob-
servation was estimated as the square root of the sum of the
squares of the observation standard deviation (to account
for representativeness error) and the mean original error
estimate (delivered by the data providers, see for instance
Bruneau et al. (2001b) for its computation). As variational
data assimilation needs both unbiased observations and an
unbiased model, the third step, bias correction, consisted
of correcting the data from eventual biases by comparing
the observations with the analyses. In our case, each super-
observation profile was compared with the 3 h forecast of
the control experiment, in which all available observations
except the LEANDRE 2 and WALES data were assimilated.
The number of superobservation profiles included in each
analysis is indicated in Table 1 and an example of their spa-
tial distribution is given in Figure 1(b). Due to the averaging
procedure, not all the superobservations are located on the
aircraft track. In total, 653 (284 from LEANDRE 2 and 369
from WALES) superobservation profiles were assimilated.
5. Impact on the analyses
As a preliminary check, the results were examined using the
standard verification tools, which are used operationally to
monitor the AROME assimilation system. For each type of
routine observations (e.g. synop, temp, satellite products),
these tools compute the departure of the first guess and
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Figure 2. Comparison of first-guess and analysis departures with respect to (a) lidar and (c) operational radiosonde observations. Comparison of the
first-guess and analysis RMSE with respect to (b) lidar and (d) operational radiosonde observations. Computation is made for the full AROME domain
and for the period spanning 14 July–2 August.
analysis from the observations and also the associated
root-mean-square errors (RMSEs). Figure 2 presents the
results obtained for specific humidity from all lidar and
temp observations included in the LEWA assimilation cycle.
Figure 2 (a) and (b), corresponding to the lidar observations,
shows that the lidar assimilation worked correctly. The bias
and RMSE of the analysis departures from the observations
are reduced compared with the values of the first-guess
departures. Figure 2 (c) and (d), corresponding to the
radiosonde observations, further indicates that the lidar
assimilation did not induce large perturbations in the
moisture field. Compared with CTRL, the bias of the first-
guess departures from the observations increases but the
bias of the analysis departures is very similar or marginally
reduced (around the 700 hPa level), whereas the associated
RMSEs remain nearly unchanged. These latter results were
not unexpected, since most of the lidar observations were
located in a very small portion of the AROME domain and
should not impact the results too much over the whole
AROME domain.
A more relevant assessment was obtained by comparing
the analyses with the COPS additional radio soundings
(RS). In total, 229 soundings from Karlsruhe, Burnhaupt,
Niederrot, Achern and Hornisgrinde (see Figure 1(b) for
the locations) were used. All these soundings, blacklisted in
the three assimilation cycles, were independent data. They
were used to compute the bias and RMSE of the three
assimilation cycles over the whole period. Even though the
additional COPS soundings provide the most frequent and
accurate moisture observations available, they also might
have errors (Agusti-Panareda et al., 2009; Nuret et al., 2008;
Bock and Nuret, 2009). However, the different comparisons
carried out during COPS between RS, dropsondes, ground-
based and airborne lidar data did not reveal any suspicious
bias in either the RS data or the lidar data. We therefore
consider that the RS observations are a reliable reference.
Figure 3(a) compares the bias of the three analyses. It
reveals a significant reduction of the dry bias in the first
500 m above ground when lidar observations are included.
Additional improvement is also noticeable in the 1–3 km
layer, especially when the data of the two lidars are taken into
account simultaneously. The improvement of the analysis is
confirmed by the RMSE plot shown in Figure 3(b). In the
0–1 km layer, the RMSE is reduced by 15% when lidar data
are assimilated, whichever lidar is considered. Figure 3(c)
and (d) present the same comparison for the temperature.
The cold bias in the boundary layer is slightly reduced in the
first 500 m in both LEAN and LEWA, whereas the RMSE
remains nearly unchanged. The temperature is sensitive to
the assimilation of the lidar observations but to a lesser
extent than the moisture. Winds (not shown) are only
weakly affected. Therefore, it can be concluded that over the
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Figure 3. Biases and root-mean-square errors of the (a) and (b) water-vapour mixing ratio and (c) and (d) temperature obtained for the three analyses
CTRL, LEAN and LEWA. The reference is provided by the additional COPS soundings performed at Karlsruhe, Burnhaupt, Niederrott, Achern and
Hornisgrinde over the period spanning 14 July–2 August. This figure is available in colour online at wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/qj
COPS domain the assimilation of the lidar observations has
a large positive impact but this impact is mainly seen in the
moisture analysis.
To illustrate the impact of lidar observations, we examine
the case of July 15, which was characterized by isolated
deep convection in the mid-afternoon over the Black Forest.
This case was extensively studied during COPS (Barthlott
et al., 2011; Behrendt et al., 2011; Richard et al., 2011).
Figure 4 shows the horizontal sections of the water-vapour
mixing ratio at 2000 m at 0900 UTC and 1200 UTC
for the CTRL and LEWA analyses and the superimposed
lidar superobservations. Constrained by the lidar data,
the horizontal water-vapour distribution is significantly
modified. With respect to CTRL, LEWA appears drier over
the Vosges and more humid over the northern Black Forest.
It can also be noted that the modification extends further
away than the observation area (see, for instance, the western
and northern boundaries of the domain). It should be kept in
mind that the analysis is sensitive not only to the observations
included within the assimilation window considered in the
current analysis but also to all the observations included in
the previous ones.
Before assessing the impact of the lidar observations on
the forecasts, it is worthwhile illustrating how the lidar
observations (mostly obtained between 0600 UTC and
1800 UTC) propagate from one analysis to the next and
how much lidar signal remains in the 0000 UTC analysis
that is used to initialize the next forecast. Figure 5 presents
the time evolution of the moisture increments (computed
as the difference fields between LEAN and CTRL) at 3000 m
for a sequence of consecutive analyses starting on 14 July at
0900 UTC (i.e. the time of the first lidar observations) and
ending on 15 July at 0000 UTC (i.e. the initial time of the first
forecast). At 0900 UTC, only nine superobservations profiles
are available. They induce a drying effect, which concerns
a large fraction of the COPS domain. Three hours later
more observations are available. The moisture increment
now has a tripole structure, which results from both the
current observations and the memory of past observations.
In consequence, the impact of the observations extends
further to the northeast along the mean flow direction. Three
hours later, no more observations enter the analysis but the
impact of the previous observations is still well marked over
the COPS area. It can be noted that some other discrepancies
between the two analyses now start to grow far away from
the COPS area (for instance in the vicinity of the Pyrenees).
The latter increments are a consequence of the quality-check
procedure. Due to very slight modifications in the analysis,
the number of observations that are accepted or rejected
is modified. This is especially true for the observations of
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Figure 4. Analysis of the water-vapour mixing ratio (g kg−1) at 2000 m on 15 July at 0900 and 1200 UTC for (a) and (c) CTRL and (b) and (d) LEWA,
superimposed with the lidar superobservations (coloured squares).
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Figure 5. Time evolution of the water-vapour mixing ratio increments (in g kg−1, computed as LEAN-CTRL) at 3000 m from 14 July at 0900 UTC to
15 July at 0000 UTC.
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the surface stations located in mountainous areas. These
increments grow with time and spread further in response
to the convection that later develops over the Gulf of Biscay
and propagates northwards. Meanwhile, the impact of the
lidar observations over the COPS area is still discernible
but becomes more and more diluted. These results tend to
indicate that any eventual impact of the lidar observations
on the 0000 UTC forecasts may result more from the
continuous improvement of the analyses through the
assimilation cycle than from the most recent observations,
the direct effect of which is already quite diluted in the initial
fields.
6. Impact on the precipitation forecasts
6.1. Methodology
Two different precipitation datasets were used to evaluate
the impact of lidar data assimilation on the precipitation
forecasts over the COPS domain. The first one (hereafter
OBS) was based on the rain-gauge measurements. To
maximize the number of observations, the accumulation
period was selected to span the 24 hours from 0600 UTC
to 0600 UTC on the following day. With this method,
the number of available observations included in the
COPS domain was of the order of 400 (as opposed to
only 200 for an hourly accumulation period). The second
dataset was provided by the Vienna Enhanced Resolution
Analysis (VERA: Steinacker et al., 2000, 2006; Dorninger
et al., 2008). VERA gridded accumulated precipitation
analyses are available with an 8 km resolution and for
different accumulation periods (1, 3, 6, 12 and 24 h).
Approximately 1800 VERA grid points were included in
the COPS domain. For each data set (OBS and VERA),
the verification was made by considering the model field
interpolated to the observation point. An alternative option
consisting of averaging (and thus upscaling) the model fields
on the VERA grid was found to have little impact on the
results.
From the two datasets, standard verification methods
were applied using continuous scores such as multiplicative
bias (BIAS), mean absolute error (MAE), RMSE and
correlation coefficient (COR) together with categorical
scores such as false-alarm ratio (FAR), probability of
detection (POD) and threat score (TS), calculated as
a function of a varying precipitation threshold. All the
formulae and further discussion of these scores can
be found at http://www.cawcr.gov.au/projects/verification/.
FAR, POD and TS vary in the range 0–1 and a good forecast
is associated with high POD and TS and low FAR.
6.2. Whole period
A set of statistics was produced for the total precipitation
over the whole period. This set was obtained for the
observations by summing the 24 h precipitation measured
between 0600 UTC and 0600 UTC on the following day
and for the model by summing the 24 h precipitation
within the 6–30 h forecast range of forecasts initialized at
0000 UTC. Table 2 shows the results of the continuous scores
for the three experiments. In general, the AROME model
was found to overpredict the precipitation, as indicated
by bias values of the order of 1.1. This point has already
been stressed by Bauer et al. (2011a), who analyzed the
Table 2. Comparison of the continuous scores obtained for the total
precipitation sum computed over the COPS domain and for the whole
forecast period.
Experiment BIAS MAE RMSE COR
(mm) (mm) (-)
F-CTRL 1.09 24.3 31.6 0.54
F-LEAN 1.06 22.1 28.7 0.61
F-LEWA 1.09 22.5 31.3 0.59
results of the COPS real-time forecasts. Assimilation of the
lidar observations did not correct the overestimation. The
bias was slightly reduced in F-LEAN and unchanged in
F-LEWA. A more positive impact of the assimilation was
obtained for the other scores. For both F-LEAN and F-
LEWA, the mean absolute error was reduced by roughly
10% and the correlation coefficient increased by nearly
10%. It seems that the lidar observation assimilation had
some positive impact on the precipitation forecast and
that none of the forecasts with lidar assimilation clearly
outperformed the others, but the significance of these results
is not addressed.
Further, categorical scores were applied to the 24 h
precipitation sums. The results are presented in Figure 6
in the form of score increments (with respect to the
control forecast) and as a function of the precipitation
threshold. Two sets of forecasts, F-LEAN and F-LEWA,
were considered and the verification data were provided
either by the OBS dataset or the VERA dataset. Whenever
the impact of the assimilation is significant, all values in
the confidence interval are on the same side of zero (either
all positive or all negative). Starting with the OBS data set
and the F-LEAN forecast, it seems that the precipitation
forecasts are slightly improved for precipitation thresholds
in the range 13–19 mm. In that range, the false-alarm ratio
decreases whereas the probability of detection and the threat
score increase. However, this improvement is not significant.
In F-LEWA, the positive impact is more pronounced and
also occurs over a more extended range of precipitation
thresholds (8–25 mm), but it can also be observed that
F-LEWA performs slightly worse than F-LEAN for low
precipitation thresholds (0–3 mm). These results remain
insignificant. The results using the VERA dataset show the
same trends, with improvements for thresholds exceeding
5 mm for both forecasts and degradations for low thresholds
in F-LEWA. However, due to a larger number of verification
points the confidence interval is narrower and some results
now appear to be significant, mainly in the range 10–20 mm
and mainly for F-LEAN.
Additional statistics were produced for shorter precipita-
tion accumulation periods. The most striking results were
obtained by considering the six-hourly accumulated precip-
itation. Figure 7 shows the score increments obtained for
the different 6 h periods of the forecasts and using the VERA
dataset for verification. In the first 6 h (0000–0600 UTC) the
precipitation forecast is clearly, and this time significantly,
improved. This is true for both F-LEAN and F-LEWA, but
F-LEWA appears to give better results in the sense that
the results are significant over a wider range of precipi-
tation threshold. For the next 6 h (0600–1200 UTC), the
results are no more significant for F-LEAN but exhibit a
substantial improvement for F-LEWA. During the after-
noon (1200–1800 UTC), for both forecasts the results are
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Figure 6. Score differences computed over the COPS domain for the 24 h precipitation accumulated from 0600 UTC to 0600 UTC on the following
day and for the whole forecast period. In (a) and (b) the reference is provided by rain-gauge observations and in (c) and (d) by the VERA precipitation
analysis. The shading represents the 95% confidence interval. This figure is available in colour online at wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/qj
no longer significant or even slightly negative. Improve-
ment is found again for the 1800–2400 UTC forecast
range, not for the POD but for the FAR and TS, which
are improved by nearly 0.1 up to the 15 mm threshold.
For the last period (0000–0600 UTC on the following day,
not shown) no significant results were obtained. In con-
clusion, the assimilation of the water-vapour lidar data is
found to have a rather positive impact on the 6 h precip-
itation forecast and this impact is discernible up to 24 h
of forecast. However, and contrary to expectations, this
positive impact is not achieved for the afternoon period.
Two reasons may explain the different behaviours obtained
between the afternoon and early night periods. Firstly, over
the COPS domain, the afternoon precipitation forecasts
are particularly poor and remain poor whatever analysis
is used. During this period, the correlation coefficient is
very low for all the experiments, less than 0.2, whereas it
exceeds 0.5 for the other periods and the bias is notably
higher than for the other periods. Since the forecast is too
far from reality, the assimilation does not help to improve
the forecast. Secondly, July 2007 was abnormally moist
and during the forecast period the COPS area was crossed
by a sequence of frontal and mesoscale convective sys-
tem passages (Bauer et al., 2011a). As a result, the daily
precipitation cycle did not show the usual summertime
mid-afternoon peak but instead an early night maximum,
not especially connected with the diurnal heating forcing
but rather with the timing of the synoptic perturbations.
This more intense precipitation, usually associated with
organized systems, was in general better forecast and more
likely to be improved by the assimilation of additional
observations. In contrast, the patchier patterns of after-
noon precipitation were more difficult to forecast accurately.
Furthermore, the double-penalty issue associated with clas-
sical categorical scores was probably more acute for these
fields and may have prevented a fair assessment of the
results.
In general, F-LEWA was found to provide better results
than F-LEAN. It can be hypothesized that the impact of the
observations collected upstream during the ETReC flights
was advected and felt later and thus longer over the COPS
area. However, the analysis of the day-by-day results did not
show a clear connection between the forecast improvement
and the presence of an ETReC flight at a time close to the
initial analysis. It is likely that the better performance of F-
LEWA observations should be ascribed to a more complete
description of the moisture field over the COPS area due
to the larger number of lidar observations rather than to a
better description of the upstream environment.
6.3. Selected cases
Using the same methodology, the 24 h precipitation scores
were produced for each of the 19 days of the forecast period.
In most cases the impact of the assimilation was found to be
positive but not always significant. However, a clearer signal
was obtained for a few cases, which are discussed in more
detail below.
6.3.1. Case of 19 July
Among the 19 days of the forecast period, the case of
19 July was the one for which the positive impact of the
assimilation was largest. On that day, the COPS domain was
affected by the remnants of a mesoscale convective system
(MCS) that had developed over central France and moved
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(a) F–LEAN – F–CTRL / 00–06 UTC (b) F–LEWA – F–CTRL / 00–06 UTC
(c) F–LEAN – F–CTRL / 06–12 UTC (d) F–LEWA – F–CTRL / 06–12 UTC
(e) F–LEAN – F–CTRL / 12–18 UTC
(g) F–LEAN – F–CTRL / 18–24 UTC
(f) F–LEWA – F–CTRL / 12–18 UTC
(h) F–LEWA – F–CTRL / 18–24 UTC
Figure 7. Score differences between F-LEAN and F-CTRL (left) and between F-LEWA and F-CTRL (right) computed over the COPS domain for
6 h precipitation for (a) and (b) 0000–0600 UTC, (c) and (d) 0600–1200 UTC, (e) and (f) 1200–1800 UTC and (g) and (h) 1800–2400 UTC. The
reference is provided by the VERA precipitation analysis. The shading represents the 95% confidence interval. This figure is available in colour online at
wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/qj
to the northeast. Scores for the 6 h to 30 h forecast range
(Figure 8(a) and (b)) reveal a significant improvement for
both forecasts and also a better performance of F-LEWA
compared with F-LEAN. In F-LEWA, the threat score is
improved by up to 0.1 and the POD by up to 0.2 for a
large range of precipitation thresholds. The corresponding
precipitation fields are shown in Figure 9, together with the
VERA analyzed field. The different forecasts do not match
the VERA analysis well and all three experiments overpredict
the 24 h accumulated precipitation. As already noted, this
was a general trend of the model but on this day the relative
bias was of the order of 2, compared with 1.1 on average
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(a) F–LEAN – F–CTRL / 19 July (b) F–LEWA – F–CTRL / 19 July
(c) F–LEAN – F–CTRL / 20 July (d) F–LEWA – F–CTRL / 20 July
Figure 8. Score differences computed over the COPS domain for the 24 h precipitation accumulated from (a) and (b) 19 July 0600 UTC–20 July
0600 UTC and from (c) and (d) 20 July 0600 UTC–21 July 0600 UTC. The reference is provided by the VERA precipitation analysis. The shading
represents the 95% confidence interval. This figure is available in colour online at wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/qj
for the whole forecast period. Despite this overprediction,
the impact of the assimilation appears clearly. In the case
of F-LEAN, the precipitation is reduced on the eastern
side of the domain, whereas in the case of F-LEWA the
southwest–northeast oriented precipitation band is better
located. This band, which is associated with the former
MCS, crossed the COPS domain in the morning, whereas
the more scattered structures seen in the south correspond
to convective cells that developed over Switzerland in the
afternoon. In all three forecasts these smaller-scale structures
are not well captured.
This case matches our expectations in the sense that the
forecast is improved by the assimilation of the LEANDRE 2
observations and further improved by additionally assimi-
lating the WALES observations. However, the link with the
observations is not straightforward, as both forecasts are
improved but are improved in different ways. For instance,
the benefit of LEANDRE observations leading to the reduc-
tion of precipitation over the eastern part of the domain
does not persist when LEANDRE and WALES are assim-
ilated simultaneously. Very similar results were obtained
for the case of 17 July (not shown), presenting a similar
banded precipitation pattern. More generally, the cases that
are improved by the assimilation of the lidar observations
are associated with organized (as opposed to scattered)
precipitation patterns.
6.3.2. Case of 20 July
Over the whole period, a significant degradation of the
forecasts was only observed for the case of 20 July. On
the previous day, an ETReC mission over France and
Portugal was performed and targeted observations were
collected in sensitive areas by the German Falcon. However,
the precipitation scores computed for the 6 h to 30 h
forecast range (Figure 8(c) and (d)) reveal a significant
degradation of both forecasts for precipitation thresholds
below 10 mm. The corresponding precipitation fields are
shown in Figure 10. On 20 July, the precipitation over the
COPS area resulted from a complex interaction between the
southern tip of a decaying MCS, which had developed over
central Burgundy in France and propagated northeastwards,
and changing terrain features. When the system crossed the
COPS area (at around 1000 UTC), it became less active,
particularly over the Rhine valley. Later on, it gained
strength again and took on a bow-like structure. In the
observed precipitation field (Figure 10(a)), the northwestern
maximum occurs in the morning whereas the southern and
eastern maxima occur in the late afternoon and correspond
to the southern tip of the bow. The precipitation pattern is
made even more complex by the convection intensification
over the orography (Kottmeier et al., 2008), which is
particularly clear over the Vosges. The control experiment
F-CTRL reproduced some, but not all, of these features.
In particular, the eastern maximum was not captured by
the model. F-LEAN and F-LEWA presented roughly the
same weaknesses as F-CTRL. However, they provided a
less accurate description of the northwestern precipitation
core and also weaker precipitation over the Rhine
valley.
Owing to their low predictability, clearly seen in the
ensemble ECMWF forecasts, the cases of 20 July and 2 August
were selected for ETReC missions with the expectation that
targeted observations performed on the previous day would
improve the forecast. However, for these two cases, the
assimilation experiments were not successful and had a
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Figure 9. 24 h accumulated precipitation (mm) from 19 July 0600 UTC–20 July 0600 UTC: (a) VERA analysis, (b) F-CTRL, (c) F-LEAN and (d)
F-LEWA. The thick black contour recalls the 5 mm contour of the observed main precipitation core.
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Figure 10. Same as 9 but from 20 July 0600 UTC–21 July 0600 UTC.
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Figure 11. Enlargement over the Black Forest on 15 July: (a) RGB image of bands 7, 2, 1 of the MODIS instrument on the AQUA satellite, horizontal
resolution 250 m, 1215 UTC picture, and forecast accumulated precipitation between 1200 and 1800 UTC from (b) F-CTRL, (c) F-LEAN and (d)
F-LEWA. This figure is available in colour online at wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/qj
negative impact (as shown above for 20 July) or a neutral
impact (2 August, not shown) on the precipitation forecast.
Various reasons could explain this lack of success. Firstly,
the AROME domain considered in our study was not large
enough to take advantage of all the available observations
and most of the observations collected over southern Spain
and Portugal (which were probably the most valuable
ones in terms of sensitivity) did not enter the assimilation
system. Secondly, the assimilation of only the water-vapour
observations, only coupled to the dynamics through the
background-error cross-correlations, might not have been
sufficient to obtain the expected improvement.
6.3.3. Case of 15 July
During COPS, only few cases of pure air-mass convection
were observed. Among these, the case of 15 July
stood out as a ‘golden day’ of the campaign, as
convection occurred unexpectedly in a marginally unstable
environment (Kalthoff et al., 2009) and most of the D-
PHASE models were unable to capture the event (Barthlott
et al., 2011). In the early afternoon a line of convective
clouds reaching up to a height of 12 km developed over
the Black Forest, as shown in Figure 11(a), corresponding
to the early development phase. Radar observations (not
shown) indicated that mainly the southern part of the cloud
system was associated with deep convection and significant
precipitation (see Behrendt et al., 2011 or Richard et al., 2011
for a more detailed description). Figure 11(b)–(d) shows
the 6 h accumulated precipitation (from 1200–1800 UTC)
for the three additional forecasts F-CTRL, F-LEAN and
F-LEWA initialized at 1200 UTC (instead of 0000 UTC).
F-CTRL produces very weak precipitation at the northern
tip of the Black Forest but completely fails to capture the
main storm, whereas F-LEWA and especially F-LEAN are
quite successful in reproducing this storm and in particular
its precise location. This result is consistent with the fact
that the assimilation of the lidar observations significantly
increases the moisture over the Black Forest, as was shown
in Figure 4.
However, these satisfactory results were only obtained
for the forecasts initialized at 1200 UTC (none of the
0000 UTC forecasts produced convection). We therefore
cannot exclude that the analysis carried out over the
whole period might have led to better results for a set
of forecasts initialized at 1200, 1500 or 1800 UTC, which
would have taken better and more direct advantage of the
lidar observations.
7. Conclusion
The COPS field experiment carried out in summer 2007 over
northeastern France and southwestern Germany provided
a fairly good description of the spatial structure and time
evolution of the low-troposphere water-vapour field, thanks
to the deployment of two airborne DIAL lidar systems,
LEANDRE 2 and WALES. Most of the available data were
collected over the COPS area. Supplementary to this, a set
of additional WALES observations was collected upstream
in the framework of ETReC.
Water-vapour lidar observations were included in the
3D-Var assimilation system of the AROME numerical
weather prediction model. The assimilation was carried
out for the period of 4 July–3 August by running a
continuous sequence of 3 h forward intermittent cycles.
Three assimilation experiments were performed: a control
experiment based on the only routine observations and two
additional experiments in which the lidar observations of
LEANDRE 2 and of LEANDRE 2 and WALES together were
included.
The impact of the lidar observation assimilation on the
analyses was addressed by comparing the three water-vapour
analyses with the independent information provided by the
additional COPS radio soundings, blacklisted in the analyses.
The lidar observations were found to have a positive impact
on the analyses by reducing the moist bias in the first 500 m
above ground level and also by diminishing the root-mean-
square error by roughly 15% in the first km. When both
lidar systems were used simultaneously, bias improvement
was also obtained at higher altitudes, up to 3 km.
Three sets of 30 h forecasts starting at 0000 UTC were
performed from the three analyses for the period 15 July–2
August. The impact of the lidar observation assimilation on
the precipitation forecast was first assessed by comparing
the observed and forecast precipitation sum. The lidar
observation assimilation yielded a 10% reduction of the
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mean absolute errors and a 10% increase in the correlation
coefficient.
Categorical scores for the daily precipitation sums were
computed from 0600 UTC to 0600 UTC on the following
day over the whole forecast period and using either the rain-
gauge observations or the VERA precipitation analysis for
reference. The forecasts based on the assimilation of the lidar
observations showed signs of improvement, with a decrease
in the false-alarm ratio and an increase in the probability of
detection and threat score for a wide range of precipitation
thresholds. However, this improvement was found to be
non-significant with respect to the 95% confidence level
(when the reference was provided by the observations) or
only marginally significant (when the reference was based
on the VERA analysis), which indicates a limited impact of
the lidar assimilation on the 24 h precipitation forecast.
The same methodology was applied to the six-hourly
precipitation forecasts, using the VERA analysis. In general,
these results revealed a positive and significant impact of
the lidar observations, discernible for up to 24 h. However,
this conclusion did not hold for the afternoon period, for
which the three forecasts provided equal and particularly
poor results. The forecasts assimilating both sets of lidar
systems appear to perform slightly better than the forecast
using only LEANDRE 2 observations.
To gain further insight into these results, a few case studies
were analyzed in more detail. The case of 19 July, for which
the strongest positive impact was obtained, showed that the
major source of improvement was a better positioning of the
precipitation band that swept the COPS domain. In contrast,
in the case of 20 July, associated with a complex and scattered
precipitation pattern, the three forecasts exhibited poor skill
and the assimilation of the lidar observations was even found
to be detrimental. As opposed to these two cases associated
with strong embedded convection, the case of 15 July was a
very good example of pure air-mass convection, for which
observations representative of the mesoscale are expected
to have a strong imppact. Whereas the control forecast was
not able to capture the isolated storm that developed over
the southern Black Forest, the two experiments in which the
lidar observations were assimilated showed better results and
were able to capture the location and timing of convection
initiation.
These results are encouraging, although they deserve
further investigation. Future work will be carried out
with a more recent version of the AROME numerical
weather prediction system, which has undergone many
improvements since 2007, as much in the model itself
as in the assimilation procedure. In particular, better
background-error statistics, for instance based on flow-
dependent background-error covariances (which tend to
increase the coupling between temperature and moisture
errors in the case of convection: Brousseau et al., 2011b),
could bring significant improvement. The assimilation of
the COPS observations will also be extended to the water-
vapour observations of the ground-based lidars and to the
wind observations of the DLR Doppler wind lidar, which
flew on the same platform as the WALES system. In the
longer term, it would desirable to extend this work to other
data-assimilation systems such as ensemble Kalman filters,
which may be more optimal or at least easier to operate than
a variational system.
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